Success by Design

Find out exactly how your new Visual Communications system will look and fit in your space. No guesswork.

Our Design Engineering team uses computer aided design (CAD) technology to show you how a Visual Communications solution fits into your business. We can create a digital rendering of your building, illustrating the various screen configurations, mounting and enclosure options available. We'll also help you plan out the ideal placement for power sources, screens and media players.
Choose the level of customization that you need.

Base 🟢

**You’ll Get**
- 1 - 2 CAD renderings of different display configurations
- Hardware design in a generic space with signage specific to your industry
- Installation packets for FWI hardware sets
- Recommendations for mount, enclosure, power source and media player placement

Enhanced 🟢

**You’ll Get**
- All elements of our Base level plus:
  - CAD renderings with FWI hardware sets, complete with images of signage specific to your industry
  - CAD drawings for each of your display locations
  - Mechanical drawings for all individual pieces of hardware
  - Installation packets for FWI hardware sets based on your location
  - Exploded views of hardware sets
  - A bill of materials for all FWI hardware

Comprehensive 🟢

**You’ll Get**
- All elements of our Enhanced level plus:
  - A virtual walkthrough of your location
  - Signage that reflects your brand and initiatives
  - Fully furnished renderings of your location

About Four Winds Interactive

With over 6,000 clients and more than 500,000 screens deployed around the world, FWI has a proven record of helping companies access, understand, and leverage Visual Communications.

Visit fourwindsinteractive.com to see how FWI’s award winning Visual Communications solution is reaching millions of people daily in airports, banks, resorts, corporations, stadiums, hospitals, hotels, casinos, universities and more.